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Cross-border cooperation
A certain number of European projects are being launched between the
Metropole Nice Côte d'Azur and Italy, as part of the MARITTIMO and
ALCOTRA programmes.

Key figures

€300m
MARITTIMO programme (France-Italy)

European for cross-border cooperation in the
eligible Metropole area

SMART DESTINATION, on tourism database interoperability with
CARF, the Liguria region, the Tuscany Region and Sardinia to enable
private companies to promote and market cross-border tourism
services
RUMBLE, on testing innovative methods and sensors to monitor and
mitigate noise pollution in Nice harbour

80 Km
ALCOTRA programme (France-Italy)
PITEM INNOVATION on ‘Innovation in the health sector and silver
economy, ‘competitiveness of companies and the circular
economy’, and ‘digital service interoperability’
PITEM OUTDOOR to develop the metropolitan journey waypoint
strategy, in particular cross-border waypoints for the ‘salt routes.’
PITEM HERITAGE on measures to promote and increase
professionalism in French-Italian cultural heritage (digitalising this
cultural heritage)
PITEM BIODIVERSITY to implement measures to test the effect of
light pollution on wild pollinators, and develop the regional system
of ‘a cross-border network of land and sea wildlife corridors
between Nice and Cuneo
PROSOL PITEM to propose prevention workshops for vulnerable
members of the community and set up cross-border actions to
facilitate work-life balance, and combat gender stereotyping

Which has a European border with Piedmont
and an international border with the
Principality of Monaco

Schedule

2017

2018

Launch of preparative
study
for the cross-border
cooperation
plan*
Submission of Alcotra
projects of Marittimo
Submission
projects

Implement
the crossborder
cooperation
plan

*In collaboration with the Principality of Monaco, and Italian crossPITEM MOUNTAIN the Metropole will lead the Plan and coordinate
the tourism work packages
PITER LITTORAL the Metropole will be a partner of the plan for
training, energy, promotion of tourism products and agriculture
measures

border local authorities, the cross-border cooperation plan sets out
the strategic sectors which are consistent with the Regional
innovation Economic Development and Internationalisation plan
(SRDEII), the Regional development, sustainable development and
equal opportunities plan (SRADDET), and the Regional Interest
Projects (OIR) of the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region.

Objectives:
 Resolve common problems jointly identified in the border regions
 Improve cooperation processes for a harmonious development of the Union
 Exploit the unused potential of border regions

LAUNCH ONGOING

